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BACKGROUNDSBACKGROUNDS

Few managers realize that a company Few managers realize that a company 

plan must provide the framework for the plan must provide the framework for the 

company control system. company control system. 

If missions, goals, strategies, objectives, If missions, goals, strategies, objectives, 

and plans change, then controls should and plans change, then controls should 

change.change.

Unfortunately, they seldom do. Although Unfortunately, they seldom do. Although 

this error occurs at the top, repercussions this error occurs at the top, repercussions 

are felt at all levels.are felt at all levels.
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Often, too, the standards of the control Often, too, the standards of the control 

systems are derived from previous years systems are derived from previous years 

budgets rather than from current budgets rather than from current 

objectives of company plans .objectives of company plans .

The result is that employees at lower The result is that employees at lower 

levels are simply given "numbers to levels are simply given "numbers to 

make" based on factors of which they make" based on factors of which they 

have little knowledge and over which they have little knowledge and over which they 

have practically no influence.have practically no influence.

BACKGROUNDSBACKGROUNDS
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DEFINITIONDEFINITION

•• is selecting priorities and results (goals, is selecting priorities and results (goals, 
objectives, etc.) and how those results will objectives, etc.) and how those results will 
achieved.achieved.

•• planning is setting the direction for planning is setting the direction for 
somethingsomething ---- some system some system ---- and then and then 
guiding the system to follow the direction.  guiding the system to follow the direction.  

PLANNINGPLANNING

Planning typically includes identifying goals, objectives, Planning typically includes identifying goals, objectives, 
methods, resources needed to carry out methods, methods, resources needed to carry out methods, 
responsibilities and dates for completion of tasks.responsibilities and dates for completion of tasks.
Examples of planning are strategic planning, business planning, 
project planning, staffing planning, advertising and promotions 
planning, etc. 
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PLANNINGPLANNING

There are many kinds of planning in There are many kinds of planning in 
organizations. Common to these many organizations. Common to these many 
kinds of planning are various phases of kinds of planning are various phases of 
planning and guidelines for carrying them planning and guidelines for carrying them 
out as out as effectivelyeffectively as possible. as possible. 

Information in this document can be referenced as a Information in this document can be referenced as a 
basis from which to carry out various kinds of basis from which to carry out various kinds of 

planning, ranging from highly complex to simple planning, ranging from highly complex to simple 

and basicand basic..
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Planning is the process used by managers Planning is the process used by managers 

to identify and select appropriate goals to identify and select appropriate goals 

and courses of action for an organization and courses of action for an organization 

3 steps to good planning:3 steps to good planning:
1. Which goals should be pursued?1. Which goals should be pursued?

2. How should the goal be attained?2. How should the goal be attained?

3. How should resources be allocated3. How should resources be allocated

PLANNINGPLANNING

The planning function determines how effective The planning function determines how effective 
and efficient the organization is and determines and efficient the organization is and determines 
he strategy of the organizationhe strategy of the organization
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THE PLANNING PROCESS

The organizational plan that results from The organizational plan that results from 

the planning process details the goals to be the planning process details the goals to be 

attained.attained.

The pattern of decisions managers take to The pattern of decisions managers take to 

reach these goals is the organizationreach these goals is the organization’’ss

strategy.strategy.
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3 STAGES OF THE PLANNING PROCESS3 STAGES OF THE PLANNING PROCESS

Determining the OrganizationDetermining the Organization’’ss

mission and goalsmission and goals
((Define the businessDefine the business))

StrategyStrategy

formulationformulation
((Analyze current situation & Analyze current situation & 

develop strategiesdevelop strategies))

Strategy ImplementationStrategy Implementation
((Allocate resources & responsibilitiesAllocate resources & responsibilities

to achieve strategiesto achieve strategies))
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PLANNING PROCESS STAGESPLANNING PROCESS STAGES

Organizational missionOrganizational mission:: defined in the defined in the 
mission statement which is a broad declaration of mission statement which is a broad declaration of 
the overriding purpose.the overriding purpose.

The mission statement identifies product, customers and The mission statement identifies product, customers and 
how the firm differs from competitors.how the firm differs from competitors.

Formulating strategyFormulating strategy:: managers analyze managers analyze 
current situation and develop strategies current situation and develop strategies 
needed to achieve the mission.needed to achieve the mission.

Implementing strategyImplementing strategy:: managers must managers must 
decide how to allocate resources between decide how to allocate resources between 
groups to ensure the strategy is achieved.groups to ensure the strategy is achieved.
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LEVELS OF PLANNINGLEVELS OF PLANNING

StrategyStrategy

ImplementationImplementation

Corporate

mission & goals
Divisional

goals

Functional

goals

CorporateCorporate--

level strategylevel strategy

BusinessBusiness--

level strategylevel strategy

FunctionalFunctional--

level strategylevel strategy

Design ofDesign of

CorporateCorporate

StructureStructure

ControlControl

Design ofDesign of

BusinessBusiness--unitunit

StructureStructure

ControlControl

Design ofDesign of

FunctionalFunctional

StructureStructure

ControlControl

GoalGoal

SettingSetting

StrategyStrategy

FormulationFormulation

CorporateCorporate--

level Planlevel Plan
BusinessBusiness--

level Planlevel Plan

FunctionalFunctional

level Planlevel Plan
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Planning at General ElectricPlanning at General Electric

Corporate

Level

CEOCEO

Corporate OfficeCorporate Office

Business

Level
GE 

Aircraft

GE 

Lighting

GE 

Motors

GE 

Plastics

NBC

Functional

Level
Manufacturing

Marketing

Accounting

R & D
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PLANNING LEVELSPLANNING LEVELS

CorporateCorporate--level:level: decisions by top managers.decisions by top managers.

Considers on which businesses or markets to be in.Considers on which businesses or markets to be in.

Provides a framework for all other planning.Provides a framework for all other planning.

BusinessBusiness--level:level: details divisional longdetails divisional long--term goals and term goals and 
structure.structure.

Identifies how this business meets corporate goals.Identifies how this business meets corporate goals.

Shows how the business will compete in market.Shows how the business will compete in market.

FunctionalFunctional--level:level: actions taken by managers in actions taken by managers in 
departments of manufacturing, marketing, etc.departments of manufacturing, marketing, etc.

These plans state exactly how businessThese plans state exactly how business--levellevel
strategies are accomplished.strategies are accomplished.
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CHARACTERISTICS of PLANSCHARACTERISTICS of PLANS

Time horizon:Time horizon: refers to how far in the refers to how far in the 
future the plan applies.future the plan applies.

LongLong--termterm plans are usually 5 years or more.plans are usually 5 years or more.

IntermediateIntermediate--termterm plans are 1 to 5 years.plans are 1 to 5 years.
Corporate and business level plans specify long and Corporate and business level plans specify long and 
intermediate term.intermediate term.

ShortShort--termterm plans are less than 1 year.plans are less than 1 year.
Functional plans focus on short to intermediate term.Functional plans focus on short to intermediate term.

Most firms have a rolling planning cycle to Most firms have a rolling planning cycle to 
amend plans constantly.amend plans constantly.
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TYPES of PLANSTYPES of PLANS

Standing plans:Standing plans: for programmed decisions. for programmed decisions. 

Managers develop policies, rules, and standard Managers develop policies, rules, and standard 
operating procedures (SOP).operating procedures (SOP).

Policies are general guides to action.Policies are general guides to action.

Rules are a specific guide to action.Rules are a specific guide to action.

SingleSingle--use plans:use plans: developed for a onedeveloped for a one--time,time,
nonnon--programmed issue. Usually consist of programmed issue. Usually consist of 
programs and projects.programs and projects.

Programs:Programs: integrated plans achieving specific goals.integrated plans achieving specific goals.

ProjectProject:: specific action plans to complete programs.specific action plans to complete programs.
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WHO PLANS ?WHO PLANS ?

Corporate level planningCorporate level planning is done by top is done by top 
managers.managers.

Also approve business and functional level plans.Also approve business and functional level plans.

Top managers should seek input on corporate level issues Top managers should seek input on corporate level issues 
from all management levels.from all management levels.

Business and functional planningBusiness and functional planning is done is done 
by divisional and functional managers.by divisional and functional managers.

Both management levels should also seek information from Both management levels should also seek information from 
other levels.other levels.

Responsibility for specific planning may lie at a given level, Responsibility for specific planning may lie at a given level, 
but all managers should be involved.but all managers should be involved.
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WHY PLANNING IS IMPORTANTWHY PLANNING IS IMPORTANT

Planning determines where the Planning determines where the 
organization is now and where it will be in organization is now and where it will be in 
the future. Good planning provides:the future. Good planning provides:

ParticipationParticipation: all managers are involved in : all managers are involved in 
setting future goals.setting future goals.

Sense of direction & purposeSense of direction & purpose: Planning : Planning 
sets goals and strategies for all managers.sets goals and strategies for all managers.

CoordinationCoordination: Plans provide all parts of the : Plans provide all parts of the 
firm with understanding about how their firm with understanding about how their 
systems fit with the whole.systems fit with the whole.

ControlControl:: Plans specify who is in charge of Plans specify who is in charge of 
accomplishing a goal.accomplishing a goal.
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TYPES OF PLANNING OCCUR TYPES OF PLANNING OCCUR 

WITHIN ORGANIZATIONSWITHIN ORGANIZATIONS

Corporate planningCorporate planning
Long term, focused on enterprise objectives, goalsLong term, focused on enterprise objectives, goals

Strategic planningStrategic planning
Highest level of management develops plans involving Highest level of management develops plans involving 

the requirements for products, capital, research. (long the requirements for products, capital, research. (long 

and short term company goals)and short term company goals)

Tactical planningTactical planning
Market planning Market planning –– what actions and resources need to be what actions and resources need to be 

allocated to implement the strategic planning goalsallocated to implement the strategic planning goals
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BusinessBusiness

PlanPlan

Mission or vision statement and goalsMission or vision statement and goals

Key planning assumptionsKey planning assumptions

Market analysis and marketing planMarket analysis and marketing plan

Operations, organization, and managementOperations, organization, and management

Financial planFinancial plan

To develop a marketing plan a producer To develop a marketing plan a producer 

must answer the three Wmust answer the three W’’s.s.

1.1. What :What :Market or replacementsMarket or replacements

2.2. Where :Where : Local, off the farm, production Local, off the farm, production 

salesale

3.3. When :When : At weaning, time of year, etc.At weaning, time of year, etc.

Marketing Marketing 

PlanPlan

PLANNINGPLANNING
EXAMPLEEXAMPLE
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PLANNINGPLANNING

Starting a new ventureStarting a new venture (organization, product or service) (organization, product or service) 

Expanding a current organization, product or Expanding a current organization, product or 

serviceservice

Buying a current organization, product or Buying a current organization, product or 

serviceservice

Working to improve the management of a Working to improve the management of a 

current organization, product or service current organization, product or service 

Business planning is often Business planning is often 

conducted when:conducted when:
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BUSINESS PLANBUSINESS PLAN

Describe the venture (new or current organization, product or Describe the venture (new or current organization, product or 
service), often including its primary features, advantages and service), often including its primary features, advantages and 
benefits benefits 

What the organization wants to do with it (buy it, expand it, What the organization wants to do with it (buy it, expand it, 
etc.) etc.) 

Justification that the plans are credible (Justification that the plans are credible (egeg, results of , results of 
research that indicate the need for what the organization research that indicate the need for what the organization 
wants to do) wants to do) 

Marketing plans, including research results about how the Marketing plans, including research results about how the 
venture will be marketed (venture will be marketed (e.ge.g, who the customers will be, any , who the customers will be, any 
specific groups (or targets) of customers, why they need the specific groups (or targets) of customers, why they need the 
venture (benefits they seek from the venture), how they will venture (benefits they seek from the venture), how they will 
use the venture, what they will be willing to pay, how the use the venture, what they will be willing to pay, how the 
venture will be advertised and promoted, etc.) venture will be advertised and promoted, etc.) 

The contents of a business plan typically aim to:The contents of a business plan typically aim to:
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BUSINESS PLANBUSINESS PLAN

Staffing plans, including what expertise will be needed to Staffing plans, including what expertise will be needed to 
build (sometimes included in business plans) and provide the build (sometimes included in business plans) and provide the 
venture on an ongoing basis venture on an ongoing basis 

Management plans, including how the expertise will be Management plans, including how the expertise will be 
organized, coordinated and led organized, coordinated and led 

Financial plans, including costs to build the venture Financial plans, including costs to build the venture 
(sometimes included in business plans), costs to operate the (sometimes included in business plans), costs to operate the 
venture, expected revenue, budgets for each of the first venture, expected revenue, budgets for each of the first 
several years into the future, when the venture might breakseveral years into the future, when the venture might break--
even (begin making more money overall than it has cost), even (begin making more money overall than it has cost), 
etc. etc. 

Appendices (there are a wide variety of materials included in Appendices (there are a wide variety of materials included in 
appendices,appendices, e.ge.g, description of the overall organization, its , description of the overall organization, its 
other products and/or services, its current staff, etc.) other products and/or services, its current staff, etc.) 

The contents of a business plan typically aim to:The contents of a business plan typically aim to:
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PLANNING PROCESSPLANNING PROCESS

The Planning Process occurs in 4 phases:The Planning Process occurs in 4 phases:

1.  Preliminary Analysis and Screening1.  Preliminary Analysis and Screening

Company situation, home and host country situations Company situation, home and host country situations 

are evaluatedare evaluated

2.  Adapting the Marketing Mix2.  Adapting the Marketing Mix

Matching mix requirementsMatching mix requirements

3.  Developing the Marketing Plan3.  Developing the Marketing Plan

Situational analysis, objectives and goalsSituational analysis, objectives and goals……

4.  Implementation and Control4.  Implementation and Control
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STRATEGIC PLANNINGSTRATEGIC PLANNING

Strategic planning determines where an Strategic planning determines where an 

organization is going over the next year or organization is going over the next year or 

more, how it's going to get there and how more, how it's going to get there and how 

it'll know if it got there or not.it'll know if it got there or not.

The focus of a strategic plan is usually on The focus of a strategic plan is usually on 

the entire organization, while the focus of a the entire organization, while the focus of a 

business plan is usually on a particular business plan is usually on a particular 

product, service or program. product, service or program. 
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STRATEGIC PLANNINGSTRATEGIC PLANNING

There are a variety of perspectives, models and There are a variety of perspectives, models and 

approaches used in strategic planning.approaches used in strategic planning.

The way that a strategic plan is developed The way that a strategic plan is developed 

depends on depends on 

the nature of the organization's leadershipthe nature of the organization's leadership

culture of the organizationculture of the organization

complexity of the organization's environment complexity of the organization's environment 

size of the organizationsize of the organization

expertise of plannersexpertise of planners

etcetc
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TYPES OF STRATEGIC PLANNINGTYPES OF STRATEGIC PLANNING

GoalsGoals--basedbased
GoalsGoals--based planning is probably the most common based planning is probably the most common 
and starts with focus on the organization's mission and starts with focus on the organization's mission 
(and vision and/or values), goals to work toward (and vision and/or values), goals to work toward 
the mission, strategies to achieve the goals, and the mission, strategies to achieve the goals, and 
action planning (who will do what and by when). action planning (who will do what and by when). 

IssuesIssues--basedbased
IssuesIssues--based strategic planning often starts based strategic planning often starts 
by examining issues facing the organization, by examining issues facing the organization, 
strategies to address those issues, and action strategies to address those issues, and action 
plans.plans.
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OrganicOrganic

Organic strategic planning might start by articulating 
the organization's vision and values and then action 
plans to achieve the vision while adhering to those 
values. Some planners prefer a particular approach to 
planning, e.g, appreciative inquiry. Some plans are 
scoped to one year, many to three years, and some to 
five to ten years into the future. Some plans include 
only top-level information and no action plans. Some 
plans are five to eight pages long, while others can be 
considerably longer. 

TYPES OF STRATEGIC PLANNINGTYPES OF STRATEGIC PLANNING
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ScenarioScenario

Quite often, an organization's strategic planners Quite often, an organization's strategic planners 

already know much of what will go into a already know much of what will go into a 

strategic plan (this is true for business strategic plan (this is true for business 

planning, too). However, development of the planning, too). However, development of the 

strategic plan greatly helps to clarify the strategic plan greatly helps to clarify the 

organization's plans and ensure that key organization's plans and ensure that key 

leaders are all "on the same script". leaders are all "on the same script". 

EtcEtc
See the explanation

TYPES OF STRATEGIC PLANNINGTYPES OF STRATEGIC PLANNING
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Scenario PlanningScenario Planning

Scenario PlanningScenario Planning:: generates several generates several 
forecasts of different future conditions and forecasts of different future conditions and 
analyzes how to effectively respond to analyzes how to effectively respond to 
them.them.

Planning seeks to prepare for the future, but Planning seeks to prepare for the future, but 
the future is unknown.the future is unknown.

By generating multiple possible By generating multiple possible ““futuresfutures”” wewe
can see how our plans might work in each.can see how our plans might work in each.

Allows the firm to prepare for possible surprises.Allows the firm to prepare for possible surprises.

Scenario planning is a learning tool to improve Scenario planning is a learning tool to improve 
planning results.planning results.
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

PROCESSPROCESS
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESSSTRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Task of strategic management ?Task of strategic management ?

Strategy formulationStrategy formulation

Strategy implementationStrategy implementation

Strategy evaluationStrategy evaluation

Strategic management is an ongoing processStrategic management is an ongoing process

Who perform the tasks of strategy ?Who perform the tasks of strategy ?

Benefits of managing strategically ?Benefits of managing strategically ?
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Making a position paper Making a position paper (the current situation)(the current situation)

Environmental & Economic circumstancesEnvironmental & Economic circumstances

Capital : Fixed Assets & Current AssetsCapital : Fixed Assets & Current Assets

Human ResourcesHuman Resources

ConceptualConceptual

Technology (production, service) planningTechnology (production, service) planning

Financial plan: making balance sheet, cashFinancial plan: making balance sheet, cash--

flow planflow plan

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESSSTRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS
VARIABILITY IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTVARIABILITY IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESSSTRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESSSTRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Strategic Versus Common ManagementStrategic Versus Common Management
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WHAT IS STRATEGYWHAT IS STRATEGY

Strategy is the Strategy is the directiondirection andand scopescope

of an organization over the of an organization over the longlong

termterm: ideally, which matches its : ideally, which matches its 

resourcesresources to its changing to its changing 

environmentenvironment, and particular its , and particular its 

marketsmarkets, consumers or clients so , consumers or clients so 

as to meet as to meet stakeholderstakeholder

expectationsexpectations
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DEFINITIONDEFINITION

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENTSTRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

The art and science of formulating, implementing, The art and science of formulating, implementing, 

and evaluating crossand evaluating cross--functional decisions that functional decisions that 

enable an organization to achieve its objectivesenable an organization to achieve its objectives

STRATEGIC PLANNINGSTRATEGIC PLANNING

The strategic planning referring only to strategy The strategic planning referring only to strategy 

formulation formulation ((see pg. 12 & 13see pg. 12 & 13))

Many people assert that as the nature of Many people assert that as the nature of 

organizations has changed, so must the nature of organizations has changed, so must the nature of 

management control. management control. 

Some people go so far as to claim that Some people go so far as to claim that 

management shouldn't exercise any form of management shouldn't exercise any form of 

control whatsoever. control whatsoever. 

They claim that management should exist to They claim that management should exist to 

support employee's efforts to be fully productive support employee's efforts to be fully productive 

members of organizations and communities members of organizations and communities ----

therefore, any form of control is completely therefore, any form of control is completely 

counterproductive to management and employees.counterproductive to management and employees.

BACKGROUNDSBACKGROUNDS
CONTROLLINGCONTROLLING
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TASK OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENTTASK OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC FORMULATIONSTRATEGIC FORMULATION

STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATIONSTRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION

STRATEGIC EVALUATIONSTRATEGIC EVALUATION
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11stst STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
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Developing vision and missionDeveloping vision and mission

Identifying external opportunities and threatsIdentifying external opportunities and threats

Determining internal strengths and weaknessDetermining internal strengths and weakness

Establishing long term objectivesEstablishing long term objectives

Generating alternatives strategiesGenerating alternatives strategies

Choosing particular strategies to pursueChoosing particular strategies to pursue

Deciding what new business to enterDeciding what new business to enter

How to allocate resourcesHow to allocate resources

Expand or diversity operationsExpand or diversity operations

Entering or form joint ventureEntering or form joint venture

How to avoid a hostile takeoverHow to avoid a hostile takeover

1st STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 1st STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
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22ndnd STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
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Establishing annual objectiveEstablishing annual objective

Devise policiesDevise policies

Motivate employeesMotivate employees

Allocate resourcesAllocate resources

Developing strategyDeveloping strategy--supportive culturesupportive culture

Creating organizational structureCreating organizational structure

Redirecting marketing effortsRedirecting marketing efforts

Preparing budgetsPreparing budgets

Developing information systemDeveloping information system

22ndnd STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
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33rdrd STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
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All strategies are subject to future All strategies are subject to future 

modification because external and modification because external and 

internal factors are constantly hanging !internal factors are constantly hanging !

33rdrd STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC STAGE OF THE STRATEGIC 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

Reviewing external and internal factorsReviewing external and internal factors

Measuring performanceMeasuring performance

Taking Corrective actionsTaking Corrective actions
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STRATEGY FORMULATIONSTRATEGY FORMULATION

Managers analyze the current situation to Managers analyze the current situation to 
develop strategies achieving the mission.develop strategies achieving the mission.

SWOT analysis:SWOT analysis: a planning to identify:a planning to identify:

Organizational Strengths and Organizational Strengths and 
WeaknessesWeaknesses..

Strengths: manufacturing ability, marketing skills.Strengths: manufacturing ability, marketing skills.

Weaknesses: high labor turnover, weak financials. Weaknesses: high labor turnover, weak financials. 

Environmental Opportunities and ThreatsEnvironmental Opportunities and Threats..

Opportunities: new markets.Opportunities: new markets.

Threats: economic recession, competitorsThreats: economic recession, competitors
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PLANNING & STRATEGY PLANNING & STRATEGY 

FORMULATIONFORMULATION

Corporate-level strategy

develop a plan of action

maximizing long-run value

Business-level strategy

a plan of action to take 

advantage of opportunities

and minimize threats

Functional-level strategy

a plan of action improving 

department’s ability to 

create value

SWOT analysis

identifies strengths & 

weaknesses inside the 

firm and opportunities

& threats in the 

environment.
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FIVE FORCES MODELFIVE FORCES MODEL

SubstituteSubstitute

ProductsProducts

Rivalry

Among

Organizations

PotentialPotential

for Entryfor Entry

Power ofPower of

SupplierSupplier
Power ofPower of

BuyerBuyer

FIVE FORCESFIVE FORCES

1.1. Level of Rivalry in an industryLevel of Rivalry in an industry:: how intense how intense 
is the current competition with competitors?is the current competition with competitors?

Increased competition results in lower profits.Increased competition results in lower profits.

2.2. Potential for entryPotential for entry:: how easy is it for new how easy is it for new 
firms to enter the industry?firms to enter the industry?

Easy entry leads to lower prices and profits.Easy entry leads to lower prices and profits.

3.3. Power of SuppliersPower of Suppliers:: If there are only a few If there are only a few 
suppliers of important items, supply costs rise.suppliers of important items, supply costs rise.

4.4. Power of BuyersPower of Buyers:: If there are only a few, large If there are only a few, large 
buyers, they can bargain down prices.buyers, they can bargain down prices.

5.5. SubstitutesSubstitutes:: More available substitutes tend to More available substitutes tend to 
drive down prices and profits.drive down prices and profits.

CORPORATECORPORATE--LEVEL STRATEGIESLEVEL STRATEGIES

Concentrate in single business:Concentrate in single business: McDonaldsMcDonalds
focuses in the fast food business.focuses in the fast food business.

Can become very strong,  but can be risky.Can become very strong,  but can be risky.

Diversification:Diversification: Organization moves into new Organization moves into new 
businesses and services.businesses and services.
Related diversificationRelated diversification:: firm diversifies in firm diversifies in 

similar areas to build upon existing divisions. similar areas to build upon existing divisions. 

Synergy: two divisions work together to obtain more Synergy: two divisions work together to obtain more 

than the sum of each separately.than the sum of each separately.

Unrelated diversificationUnrelated diversification:: buy business in new buy business in new 
areas.areas.

Build a Build a portfolioportfolio of unrelated firms to reduce risk or of unrelated firms to reduce risk or 

trouble in one industry. Very hard to manage.trouble in one industry. Very hard to manage.
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INTENATIONAL STRATEGYINTENATIONAL STRATEGY

To what extent do we customize products and To what extent do we customize products and 
marketing for different national conditions?marketing for different national conditions?

Global strategyGlobal strategy:: a single, standard product and a single, standard product and 
marketing approach is used in all countries.marketing approach is used in all countries.

Standardization provides for lower cost.Standardization provides for lower cost.

Ignore national differences that others can address.Ignore national differences that others can address.

MultidomesticMultidomestic strategy:strategy: products and products and 
marketing are customized for each country of marketing are customized for each country of 
operation.operation.

Customization provides for higher costs.Customization provides for higher costs.

Embraces national differences and depends on them for Embraces national differences and depends on them for 
success.success.
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VERTICAL INTEGRATIONVERTICAL INTEGRATION

When the firm is doing well, managers can When the firm is doing well, managers can 
add more value by producing its own inputs add more value by producing its own inputs 
or distributing its products.or distributing its products.

Backward vertical integrationBackward vertical integration:: the firm the firm 
produces its own inputs.produces its own inputs.

McDonalds grows its own potatoes.McDonalds grows its own potatoes.

Can lower the cost of supplies.Can lower the cost of supplies.

Backward vertical integrationBackward vertical integration:: the firm the firm 
distributes its outputs or products.distributes its outputs or products.

McDonalds owns the final restaurant.McDonalds owns the final restaurant.

Firm can lower costs and ensure final quality.Firm can lower costs and ensure final quality.
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BUSINESSBUSINESS--LEVEL STRATEGIESLEVEL STRATEGIES

LowLow--CostCost DifferentiationDifferentiation

FocusedFocused

LowLow--CostCost
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BUSINESS STRATEGIESBUSINESS STRATEGIES

LowLow--costcost:: gain a competitive advantage by gain a competitive advantage by 
driving down organizational costs.driving down organizational costs.

Managers manufacture at lower cost, reduce waste.Managers manufacture at lower cost, reduce waste.

Lower costs than competition mean lower prices.Lower costs than competition mean lower prices.

DifferentiationDifferentiation:: gain a competitive advantage by gain a competitive advantage by 
making your products different from competitors.making your products different from competitors.

Differentiation must be valued by the customer.Differentiation must be valued by the customer.

Successful differentiation allows you to charge more for a Successful differentiation allows you to charge more for a 

product.product.

Stuck in the middleStuck in the middle:: It is difficult to It is difficult to 
simultaneously become differentiated and low simultaneously become differentiated and low 
cost.cost.
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Firms also choose to serve the entire Firms also choose to serve the entire 
market or focus on a few segments.market or focus on a few segments.

Focused lowFocused low--costcost:: try to serve one segment try to serve one segment 
of the market but be the lowest cost in that of the market but be the lowest cost in that 
segment.segment.

CottCott Company seeks to achieve this in large retail Company seeks to achieve this in large retail 

chains.chains.

Focused differentiatedFocused differentiated:: Firm again seeks to Firm again seeks to 
focus on one market segment but is the most focus on one market segment but is the most 
differentiated in that segment.differentiated in that segment.

BMW provides a good example.BMW provides a good example.

BUSINESS STRATEGIESBUSINESS STRATEGIES
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Competitive Advantage through PeopleCompetitive Advantage through People

TopTop--performing companies recognize the performing companies recognize the 
importance of the way they treat their work importance of the way they treat their work 
forces.forces.

These companies use ideas such as employee These companies use ideas such as employee 
security, selective recruiting, high wages security, selective recruiting, high wages 
contingent on organizational performance, contingent on organizational performance, 
reduction of status differences, sharing reduction of status differences, sharing 
information, selfinformation, self--managed teams, and training managed teams, and training 
and skill development.and skill development.

Investing in people will create longInvesting in people will create long--lasting lasting 
competitive advantages that are difficult for competitive advantages that are difficult for 
other companies to duplicate.other companies to duplicate.
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Sound management practices can produce Sound management practices can produce 

substantial advantages in sales, revenue, and substantial advantages in sales, revenue, and 

customer satisfaction.customer satisfaction.

Poorly performing companies that adopted Poorly performing companies that adopted 

management techniques as simple as setting management techniques as simple as setting 

expectations, coaching, and rewarding were expectations, coaching, and rewarding were 

able to substantially improve return o able to substantially improve return o 

investment.investment.

Good management can increase customer Good management can increase customer 

satisfaction because employees tend to treat satisfaction because employees tend to treat 

customers the same way that their managers customers the same way that their managers 

treat themtreat them

Competitive Advantage through PeopleCompetitive Advantage through People
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FUNCTIONALFUNCTIONAL--LEVEL SRATEGIESLEVEL SRATEGIES

Seeks to have each department Seeks to have each department addadd
valuevalue to a good or service.to a good or service.

Marketing, service, production all add Marketing, service, production all add 
value to a good or service.value to a good or service.

Value is added in two ways: Value is added in two ways: 

1. lower the operational costs of providing the 1. lower the operational costs of providing the 

value in products.value in products.

2. add new value to the product by 2. add new value to the product by 

differentiating.differentiating.

Functional strategies must fit with business Functional strategies must fit with business 
level strategies. level strategies. 
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Goals for successful functional strategies: Goals for successful functional strategies: 

1.1. Attain superior efficiencyAttain superior efficiency:: the measure the measure 
of outputs for a given unit of input.of outputs for a given unit of input.

2.2. Attain superior qualityAttain superior quality:: products that products that 
reliably do the job they were designed for.reliably do the job they were designed for.

3.3. Attain superior innovationAttain superior innovation:: new, novel new, novel 
features about the product or process.features about the product or process.

4.4. Attain superior responsiveness to Attain superior responsiveness to 
customerscustomers:: Know the customer needs and Know the customer needs and 
fill them.fill them.
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WHO PERFORMS THE TASK OF WHO PERFORMS THE TASK OF 

STRATEGYSTRATEGY

Chief Executive Officer & Other Senior Chief Executive Officer & Other Senior 

Corporate level ExecutivesCorporate level Executives

Managers or subsidiary business unitsManagers or subsidiary business units

Functional are managers within a Functional are managers within a 

subsidiary business unitsubsidiary business unit

Managers of major operating departments Managers of major operating departments 

& geographic units& geographic units
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WHY PLANNERS SHOULD NOT BE WHY PLANNERS SHOULD NOT BE 

STRATEGY MAKERSSTRATEGY MAKERS

Planners know less about situation, Planners know less about situation, 

placing them in weaker position than placing them in weaker position than 

line managers to devise action plan.line managers to devise action plan.

Separates responsibility & Separates responsibility & 

accountability for strategyaccountability for strategy--makingmaking

from implementingfrom implementing
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Benefits of Managing StrategicallyBenefits of Managing Strategically

Guide entire firm regarding Guide entire firm regarding ““what is we are what is we are 

trying to do & to achievetrying to do & to achieve””

Lowers management threshold to changeLowers management threshold to change

Provides basis for evaluating competing budget Provides basis for evaluating competing budget 

request & steering resources to strategy request & steering resources to strategy 

supportive resultssupportive results--producing areasproducing areas

Unites numerous strategyUnites numerous strategy--related decisions of related decisions of 

managers at all organizational levelmanagers at all organizational level

Creates a PROACTIVE, rather than REACTIVE Creates a PROACTIVE, rather than REACTIVE 

atmosphereatmosphere
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CONTROLLINGCONTROLLING
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Administrative Controls Administrative Controls 

Organizations often use standardized Organizations often use standardized 

documents to ensure complete and documents to ensure complete and 

consistent information is gathered. consistent information is gathered. 

(Documents include titles and dates to (Documents include titles and dates to 

detect different versions of the detect different versions of the 

document )document )

Organizations typically require a wide range of Organizations typically require a wide range of 

reports, e.g., financial reports, status reports, reports, e.g., financial reports, status reports, 

project reports, etc. to monitor what's being done, project reports, etc. to monitor what's being done, 

by when and how. by when and how. 
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CONTROLLINGCONTROLLING

In controlling managers evaluate how well the In controlling managers evaluate how well the 

organization is achieving its goals and takes organization is achieving its goals and takes 

corrective action to improve performancecorrective action to improve performance

Managers will monitor individuals, departments, Managers will monitor individuals, departments, 

and the organization to determine if desired and the organization to determine if desired 

performance has been reachedperformance has been reached

The outcome of the controlling function is the The outcome of the controlling function is the 

accurate measurement of performance and accurate measurement of performance and 

regulation of efficiency and effectivenessregulation of efficiency and effectiveness

Organizational ControlOrganizational Control

Managers must monitor & evaluate:Managers must monitor & evaluate:

Are we efficiently converting inputs into Are we efficiently converting inputs into 
outputs?outputs?

Must accurately measure units of inputs and Must accurately measure units of inputs and 

outputs.outputs.

Is product quality improving?Is product quality improving?

Are we competitive with other firms?Are we competitive with other firms?

Are employees responsive to customers?Are employees responsive to customers?

customer service is increasingly important.customer service is increasingly important.

Are our managers innovative in outlook?Are our managers innovative in outlook?

Does the control system encourage riskDoes the control system encourage risk--taking?taking?
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Design for Process ControlDesign for Process Control

Several Activities of Process ControlSeveral Activities of Process Control

Evaluate the actual of the processEvaluate the actual of the process

Compare actual performance of the goalsCompare actual performance of the goals

Take action on the differenceTake action on the difference
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Control SystemsControl Systems

Formal, targetFormal, target--setting, monitoring, setting, monitoring, 

evaluation and feedback systems to provide evaluation and feedback systems to provide 
managers with information to determine if managers with information to determine if 

strategy and structure are working strategy and structure are working 

effectively and efficiently.effectively and efficiently.

A good control system should:A good control system should:

bebe flexibleflexible so managers can respond as needed.so managers can respond as needed.

provideprovide accurateaccurate information about the information about the 
organization.organization.

provideprovide information in a timely manner.information in a timely manner.
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BALANCED SCORECARDBALANCED SCORECARD

Measurement of organizational performance in 4 Measurement of organizational performance in 4 

equally important areas: Finances, Customer, equally important areas: Finances, Customer, 

Internal Operations, and Innovation and LearningInternal Operations, and Innovation and Learning

Advantages over traditional control Advantages over traditional control 
processes solely on financial performance:processes solely on financial performance:

Forces managers at each level of the company to set Forces managers at each level of the company to set 
specific goals and measure performance in each of the specific goals and measure performance in each of the 
four areas.four areas.

Minimizes chances of subMinimizes chances of sub--optimization (=performance optimization (=performance 
improvement in one part of an organization but only at improvement in one part of an organization but only at 
the expense of decreased performance in another part)the expense of decreased performance in another part)
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3 TYPES of CONTROL3 TYPES of CONTROL

InputsInputs OutputsOutputs
ConversionConversion

ProcessProcess

FeedforwardFeedforward

ControlControl

(anticipate (anticipate 

problems)problems)

ConcurrentConcurrent

ControlControl

(manage problems(manage problems

as they occur)as they occur)

FeedbackFeedback

ControlControl

(manage problems(manage problems

after they occur)after they occur)
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CONTROL TYPESCONTROL TYPES

FeedFeed--forwardforward:: use in the input stage of the use in the input stage of the 
process.process.

Managers anticipate problems before they arise.Managers anticipate problems before they arise.

Managers can give rigorous specifications to suppliers to Managers can give rigorous specifications to suppliers to 

avoid qualityavoid quality

ConcurrentConcurrent:: gives immediate feedback on how gives immediate feedback on how 
inputs are converted into outputs.inputs are converted into outputs.

Allows managers to correct problems as they arise.Allows managers to correct problems as they arise.

Managers can see that a machine is becoming out of Managers can see that a machine is becoming out of 

alignment and fix it.alignment and fix it.

FeedbackFeedback:: provides after the fact information provides after the fact information 
managers can use in the future.managers can use in the future.

Customer reaction to products are used to take corrective Customer reaction to products are used to take corrective 

action in the future.action in the future.

CONTROL SUBJECTSCONTROL SUBJECTS

Product (Output) FeaturesProduct (Output) Features

Some control is carried out by evaluating Some control is carried out by evaluating 
features of the product (output) itselffeatures of the product (output) itself

Process FeaturesProcess Features

Much control consists of evaluating those Much control consists of evaluating those 
process features which directly impact the process features which directly impact the 
product features.product features.

SideSide--Effect FeaturesEffect Features

These features do not impact the product but These features do not impact the product but 
may create such troublesome side effects as may create such troublesome side effects as 
irritations to employees, offense to the irritations to employees, offense to the 
neighborhood, and threats to the environment.neighborhood, and threats to the environment.
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STAGE of PROCESS CONTROLSTAGE of PROCESS CONTROL

1. Setup (Startup) Control1. Setup (Startup) Control

AA countdowncountdown listing the preparatory steps needed to get listing the preparatory steps needed to get 
the process ready to produce.the process ready to produce.

EvaluationEvaluation of process and/or product features to of process and/or product features to 
determine whether, if started, the process will meet the determine whether, if started, the process will meet the 
goalsgoals

CriteriaCriteria to be met by the evaluationto be met by the evaluation

VerificationVerification that the criteria have been meetthat the criteria have been meet

Assignment of responsibilityAssignment of responsibility (the greater the critically, (the greater the critically, 
the greater the tendency to assign the setup task to the greater the tendency to assign the setup task to 
specialist, supervisors, and specialist, supervisors, and ““independentindependent”” verifiers rather verifiers rather 
than to nonthan to non--supervisory workers.)supervisory workers.)
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This form of control takes place during the operation This form of control takes place during the operation 

of the processof the process

Consists of closing the feedback loop.Consists of closing the feedback loop.

The process and/or product performance is evaluated The process and/or product performance is evaluated 

and compared with goalsand compared with goals

2 Running Control2 Running Control

3 Product Control3 Product Control
This form of control takes place after some amount of This form of control takes place after some amount of 

product has been produced. product has been produced. 

Understand the quality/ performance result  goalsUnderstand the quality/ performance result  goals

Evaluate the actual quality/performance resultEvaluate the actual quality/performance result

Decide whether there is conformance/ meet as Decide whether there is conformance/ meet as 

quality/performance targetquality/performance target

STAGE of PROCESS CONTROLSTAGE of PROCESS CONTROL
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There should be known relationship between the process There should be known relationship between the process 
variables and the resultsvariables and the results

Means should be provided for convenient adjustment of Means should be provided for convenient adjustment of 
the process settings for the key process variables.the process settings for the key process variables.

There should be a predictable relationship he amount of There should be a predictable relationship he amount of 
change in the process parameters and the amount of change in the process parameters and the amount of 
effect on the product (result) features.effect on the product (result) features.

4. Corrective Action4. Corrective Action

STAGE of PROCESS CONTROLSTAGE of PROCESS CONTROL SELFSELF -- CONTROLCONTROL

Ideally, responsibility for control should be Ideally, responsibility for control should be 

assigned to individuals (Such assignment is assigned to individuals (Such assignment is 

inherently clear. It also confers statusinherently clear. It also confers status--aa

form of form of ““ownershipownership””--which responds to which responds to 

some basic human needs.some basic human needs.

Ideally also, responsibility should be Ideally also, responsibility should be 

coextensive with authority.coextensive with authority.

The term controllability is often used to describe the extentThe term controllability is often used to describe the extent

to which the criteria for selfto which the criteria for self--control have been meet. The control have been meet. The 

degree of controllability is closely related to the degree of degree of controllability is closely related to the degree of 

responsibility for resultsresponsibility for results

CONTROL PROCESS STEPSCONTROL PROCESS STEPS

Establish standards of performance, goals, or Establish standards of performance, goals, or 

targets against which performance is evaluated.targets against which performance is evaluated.

Measure actual performanceMeasure actual performance

Compare actual performance Compare actual performance 

against chosen standardsagainst chosen standards

Evaluate results and take corrective actionEvaluate results and take corrective action

when the standard is not being achieved.when the standard is not being achieved.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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CONTROL PROCESSCONTROL PROCESS

1.1. Establish standardsEstablish standards, goals, or targets against , goals, or targets against 
which performance is to be evaluated.which performance is to be evaluated.

Standards must be consistent with strategy, for a low Standards must be consistent with strategy, for a low 

cost strategy, standards should focus closely on cost.cost strategy, standards should focus closely on cost.

Managers at each level need to set their own Managers at each level need to set their own 

standards.standards.

2.2. Measure actual performanceMeasure actual performance: managers can : managers can 
measure outputs resulting from worker behavior measure outputs resulting from worker behavior 
or they can measure the behavior themselves.or they can measure the behavior themselves.

The more nonThe more non--routine the task, the harder to measure. routine the task, the harder to measure. 

Managers then measure the behavior (come to work Managers then measure the behavior (come to work 

on time)  not the output.on time)  not the output.
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3.3. Compare actual performanceCompare actual performance against against 
chosen standards.chosen standards.

Managers must decide if performance actually Managers must decide if performance actually 

deviates.deviates.

Often, several problems combine creating low Often, several problems combine creating low 

performance.performance.

4.4. Evaluate resultEvaluate result and take corrective action.and take corrective action.

Perhaps the standards have been set too high.Perhaps the standards have been set too high.

Workers may need additional training, or Workers may need additional training, or 

equipment.equipment.

This step is often hard since the environment is This step is often hard since the environment is 

constantly changing.constantly changing.

CONTROL PROCESSCONTROL PROCESS
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GOALGOAL--SETTING PROCESSETTING PROCES

Corporate level managers set goals for Corporate level managers set goals for 

individual decisions to allow organizationindividual decisions to allow organization

to achieve corporate goals.to achieve corporate goals.

Divisional managers set goals for Divisional managers set goals for 

each function to allow the divisioneach function to allow the division

to achieve its goals.to achieve its goals.

Functional managers set goals for Functional managers set goals for 

each worker to allow the functioneach worker to allow the function

to achieve its goals.to achieve its goals.
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3 ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL 3 ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL 

SYSTEMSSYSTEMS

OutputOutput

ControlControl

Behavior Behavior 

ControlControl

Culture or Clan Culture or Clan 

ControlControl

Financial Measures or performanceFinancial Measures or performance

GoalsGoals

Operating budgets Operating budgets 

Direct supervisionDirect supervision

Management by Objective (MBO)Management by Objective (MBO)

Rules & Standard Operating ProceduresRules & Standard Operating Procedures

ValuesValues

NormsNorms

SocializationSocialization
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Output Control SystemsOutput Control Systems

Financial Controls are objective and allow Financial Controls are objective and allow 
comparison to other firms.comparison to other firms.

Profit ratiosProfit ratios----measures how efficiently managers measures how efficiently managers 
convert resources into profits.convert resources into profits.

Return on Investment (ROI) is the most common.Return on Investment (ROI) is the most common.

Liquidity ratios Liquidity ratios ---- measure how well managers measure how well managers 
protect resources to meet short term debt.protect resources to meet short term debt.

Current & quick ratios.Current & quick ratios.

Leverage ratios Leverage ratios ---- show how much debt is used to show how much debt is used to 
finance operations.finance operations.

DebtDebt--toto--asset &  timesasset &  times--covered ratios.covered ratios.

Activity ratios Activity ratios ---- measures how managers create measures how managers create 
value from assets.value from assets.

Inventory turnover, days sales outstanding.Inventory turnover, days sales outstanding.
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Output Control SystemsOutput Control Systems

Organizational Goals:Organizational Goals: after corporate after corporate 
financial goals are set, each division is given financial goals are set, each division is given 
specific goals that must be met to attain the specific goals that must be met to attain the 
overall goals.overall goals.

Goals and thus output controls, will be set for each area of Goals and thus output controls, will be set for each area of 

the firm. the firm. 

Goals are specific & difficult (not impossible) to achieve.Goals are specific & difficult (not impossible) to achieve.

Goal setting is a management skill developed over time.Goal setting is a management skill developed over time.

Operating budgets:Operating budgets: a blueprint showing a blueprint showing 
how managers can use resources.how managers can use resources.

Managers are evaluated by how well they meet goals and Managers are evaluated by how well they meet goals and 

stay in budget.stay in budget.

Each division is often evaluated on its own budgets for cost, reEach division is often evaluated on its own budgets for cost, revenue venue 

or profit.or profit. Haery Sihombing

Output Control ProblemsOutput Control Problems

Managers must create output standards Managers must create output standards 
that motivate at all levels.that motivate at all levels.

Be careful of creating shortBe careful of creating short--term goals term goals 
that motivate managers to forget the that motivate managers to forget the 
future.future.

It is easy to cut costs by dropping R&D now but it It is easy to cut costs by dropping R&D now but it 

leads to future disaster.leads to future disaster.

If standards are too high, workers may If standards are too high, workers may 
follow unethical behavior to attain them.follow unethical behavior to attain them.

Increase sales regardless of issues. This can be Increase sales regardless of issues. This can be 

done by skipping safe production steps.done by skipping safe production steps.
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BEHAVIOR CONTROL SYSTEMSBEHAVIOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

Managers must motivate and shape Managers must motivate and shape 

employee behavior to meet organizational employee behavior to meet organizational 

goals.goals.

Direct SupervisionDirect Supervision: managers who directly : managers who directly 

manage    workers and can teach, reward, and manage    workers and can teach, reward, and 

correct.correct.

Very expensive since only a few workers can be Very expensive since only a few workers can be 

managed by 1 manager.managed by 1 manager.

Can Can demotivativedemotivative workers who desire more workers who desire more 

autonomy.autonomy.

Hard to do in complex job settings.Hard to do in complex job settings.

MANAGEMENT by OBJECTIVESMANAGEMENT by OBJECTIVES

Management by Objectives (MBO)Management by Objectives (MBO)::
evaluates workers by attainment of specific evaluates workers by attainment of specific 
objectives.objectives.

Goals are set at each level of the firm.Goals are set at each level of the firm.

Goal setting is participatory with manager AND Goal setting is participatory with manager AND 

worker.worker.

Reviews held looking at progress toward goals.Reviews held looking at progress toward goals.

Pay raises and promotions are tied to goal Pay raises and promotions are tied to goal 

attainment.attainment.

Teams are also measured in this way with Teams are also measured in this way with 

goals and performance measured for the team.goals and performance measured for the team.
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BUREAUCRATIC  CONTROLBUREAUCRATIC  CONTROL

Control through a system of rules and Control through a system of rules and 
standard operating procedures (SOPs) standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
that shape the behavior of divisions, that shape the behavior of divisions, 
functions, and individuals.functions, and individuals.

Rules and SOPs tell the worker what to do.Rules and SOPs tell the worker what to do.

Standardized actions so outcomes are predictable.Standardized actions so outcomes are predictable.

Still need output control to correct mistakes.Still need output control to correct mistakes.

Problems of Bureaucratic ControlProblems of Bureaucratic Control::
Rules easier to make than delete. Leads to Rules easier to make than delete. Leads to ““red tapered tape””

Firm can become too standardized and not  flexible.Firm can become too standardized and not  flexible.

Best used for routine problems.Best used for routine problems.

PLANNINGPLANNING--CONTROL RELATIONSHIPCONTROL RELATIONSHIP

The above schematic shows the important interrelationships betweThe above schematic shows the important interrelationships between en 
planning and control. As you can see, the control process does nplanning and control. As you can see, the control process does not begin ot begin 
after the entire planning process ends, as most managers believeafter the entire planning process ends, as most managers believe..

Organizational Culture & Clan ControlOrganizational Culture & Clan Control

Organizational cultureOrganizational culture is a collection of is a collection of 
values, norms, & behavior shared by workers values, norms, & behavior shared by workers 
that control the way workers interact with each that control the way workers interact with each 
other.other.

Clan ControlClan Control: control through the development : control through the development 
of an internal system of values and norms.of an internal system of values and norms.

Both culture and clan control accept the norms and Both culture and clan control accept the norms and 
values as their own and then work within them.values as their own and then work within them.

Examples include dress styles, work hours, pride in work.Examples include dress styles, work hours, pride in work.

These methods provide control where output and These methods provide control where output and 
behavioral control does not work.behavioral control does not work.

Strong culture and clan control help worker to focus on Strong culture and clan control help worker to focus on 
the organization and enhance its performance.the organization and enhance its performance. Haery Sihombing

VALUES and NORMSVALUES and NORMS

Organizational values and normsOrganizational values and norms
inform workers about what goals they inform workers about what goals they 
should peruse and how they should behave should peruse and how they should behave 
to reach these goals.to reach these goals.

Some organizations work hard to create a Some organizations work hard to create a 
culture that encourages and rewards risk culture that encourages and rewards risk 
taking.taking.

Microsoft, Oracle seek innovation.Microsoft, Oracle seek innovation.

Others, create an environment of caution.Others, create an environment of caution.
Oil refineries, nuclear power plants must focus on Oil refineries, nuclear power plants must focus on 
caution.caution.
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Creating Strong Organizational CultureCreating Strong Organizational Culture

Values of Founder

Socialization Process

Ceremonies & Rites

Stories & Language

Organizational

Culture
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Organizational CultureOrganizational Culture

FounderFounder’’s valuess values are critical as they are critical as they 
hire the first set of managers.hire the first set of managers.

Founders likely hire those who share their Founders likely hire those who share their 
vision.vision.

This develops the culture of the firm.This develops the culture of the firm.

Socialization Process: newcomers Socialization Process: newcomers 
learn norms & values.learn norms & values.

Learn not only because Learn not only because ““they have tothey have to”” butbut
because they want to.because they want to.

Organizational behavior, expectations, and Organizational behavior, expectations, and 
background is presented.background is presented.
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Organizational CultureOrganizational Culture

Ceremonies and Rites: formal events Ceremonies and Rites: formal events 
that focus on important incidents.that focus on important incidents.

Rite of passage: how workers enter firm & Rite of passage: how workers enter firm & 

advance.advance.

Rite of integration: build common bonds with Rite of integration: build common bonds with 

office parties, celebrations.office parties, celebrations.

Rites of enhancement: enhance worker Rites of enhancement: enhance worker 

commitment to values. Promotions, awards commitment to values. Promotions, awards 

dinners.dinners.

Most firms also have their own jargon that only Most firms also have their own jargon that only 
workers understand.workers understand.
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Stories and Language: Organizations Stories and Language: Organizations 
repeat stories of founders or events.repeat stories of founders or events.

Show workers how to act and what to avoid.Show workers how to act and what to avoid.

Stories often have a hero that workers can Stories often have a hero that workers can 

mimic.mimic.

Most firms also have their own jargon that only Most firms also have their own jargon that only 
workers understand.workers understand.

Organizational CultureOrganizational Culture
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Culture & Managerial Action: Culture & Managerial Action: 

Consider the 4 functions of management:Consider the 4 functions of management:
Planning:Planning: in innovative firms, the culture will encourage in innovative firms, the culture will encourage 

all managers to participate.all managers to participate.

Slow moving firms focus on the formal process rather than the Slow moving firms focus on the formal process rather than the 

decision.decision.

Organizing:Organizing: Creative firms will have organic, flexible Creative firms will have organic, flexible 

structures.structures.

Probably very flat with delegated authority.Probably very flat with delegated authority.

Leading:Leading: encourage leading by example.encourage leading by example.

Top managers take risks and trust lower managers.Top managers take risks and trust lower managers.

Controlling:Controlling: innovative firms choose controls that match innovative firms choose controls that match 

the structure.the structure.
See Chapter-1 & Chapter 7
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